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as an introductory course for students, the course has already been implemented since 2004 and it was given an i-classroom rating of 6.5 out of 6.5. it has been successful in developing a good number of research papers. past notes published in bbau newsletter part i if you are interested in
writing a research paper for this course, you can get in touch with your instructor to work on the basis of what you’re interested in. to learn more about this course and how to write research papers, you can log on to the following links: 1. bbau newsletter part ii classical political thought has
been present and influential in various fields of public life in india, especially governance. this course explores this aspect by reflecting on the oldest intellectual milieu in india. as the cradle of the flowering of indian political thought, ancient india provides a unique perspective on the nature
and evolution of the political ideas that later constituted the core of the indian polity. [3] even today, most would agree that ancient indian authors were familiar with the political concepts and thought of ancient greece, rome and other contemporary cultures. a genuine knowledge and
appreciation of the political thought in ancient india, in terms of its origins, historical trajectory, contexts of genesis and reflection, evolution and impact is important for current debates and controversies on modern indian politics. [4] the political theory and discourse of ancient india are
confined to the subcontinent itself, and have an uninterrupted history from ancient period..
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the work of the authors is very well structured and the concept maps and definition of topics are very well illustrated. whether the subject is political thought or political philosophy there is no attempt to introduce the related ideas of political science, sociology, or history. this is the first
weakness of the collection. another factor that is very striking is the absence of extensive source-material. this means that the authors have tried to incorporate works by a variety of writers, but none of this has been put together in an original manner. on a positive note, the authors have paid
their attempts to bring about a coherent framework to this subject, a framework which is very poorly documented and understood till date. particularly, the section on india's political history is a very interesting piece of research and analysis. the collection is better than the previous attempts

to introduce the subject. it is to be hoped that the committee of editors will consider preparing a single volume on political thinking in indian history with a coherent framework. if this happens, this volume will be a work of history of the highest order.  5ec8ef588b
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